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book to have.
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Just An Ordinary Day The
The actress spent the day indulging in a quick ice bath, looking at cows and receiving an Emmy nomination for her performance on the HBO series.

Kate Winslet Embraced the Ordinary in ‘Mare of Easttown’
Enough of the extraordinary time we’ve just lived through. Let’s get back to normal! Let’s get back to ordinary days, ordinary time, to our ordinary routines, our ordinary life. Day-to-day ...

Faith Matters: The 'ordinary' is just as important
This is the season of bugs, and everybody has a story: the stinkbug on the toothbrush, the beetle in the coffee cup, the little green worm on the wheelbarrow handle.

Just Thinking: This housefly was no ordinary pest
From the outer of the Melbourne Cricket Ground's Great Southern Stand, ordinary folk boo the members across the ground when they fail to participate in the Mexican wave on Boxing Day. It is a section ...

Inside the exclusive MCC members bar that has plunged Victoria into lockdown - where Melbourne's elite rub shoulders and ordinary fans wait a lifetime to join
When the ordinary won’t do, treat yourself to something extraordinary: two homes for the price of one at Four Brink Road in Wantage. The main house ...

Two homes for the price of one await in bucolic Wantage
Instead, the country unveiled two new monuments to the former president, while the politician himself received a very special birthday gift: a new, eight-hour Nazarbayev documentary, produced by US ...

Oliver Stone’s lavish Nazarbayev documentary is just the latest blow to independent Kazakhstani filmmakers
Through interviews and recreations, the filmmakers capture Tipton's life and explore how and by whom the history of trans people gets told ...

‘No Ordinary Man’ Film Review: Meta-Doc Deconstructs Story of Transmasculine Jazz Musician Billy Tipton
A recent solar eclipse over the northern hemisphere skirted our home, and we had hoped to see a 25 percent bite of the sun missing just before midday ... analogies between day-to-day occurrences ...

How Missing the Eclipse Is Like an Ordinary Day With MS
Wednesday marks our fourth straight day of hitting at least 90 degrees in Washington as we slog through our third heat wave of the season. But there’s good news for those who loathe the heat: We’re ...

D.C.’s summer heat is near its peak. Up next? The descent toward winter.
Summer is in full swing. It’s warm but not too hot. The afternoon rain showers are back and everyone seems happy. If you are thinking of going to Vegas, simply don’t do it. Stay ...

Red, White and Brew: Something out of the ordinary
Today I’m speaking with Parveen Begum, one of the leaders behind Solisco, a company making electro-mobility a reality. Time to learn more about her impact on SDG #7: Affordable and Clean Energy.

Parveen Begum: Leading the Way to Electromobility
The risks at a day school are multiplied as there and just too many touch-points which the school management has no control on. They can only manage the campus environment, but what happens ...

What makes fully residential schools safer than ordinary day schools- The Scindia School, Gwalior shows the way
In the eyes of most people he was just an ordinary man. But his story was anything but ordinary in my eyes. It is like so many other untold tales in our society of those individuals that are the ...

GUEST COLUMN: Not an ordinary man — a Father’s Day tribute
Born in a Rajasthan village in the 1920s, Baloo Lal’s family could not scrape together two full meals a day. The village lacked ... The book is an ode to ordinary citizens who can provide ...

My Father: The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Man
Do you look forward to Taco Tuesday each week? Are you constantly thinking about when you can get your next taco? Then spice company McCormick might have the job for you. The food distributor is ...

Nacho ordinary job: McCormick searching for Director of Taco Relations
After 40 days without solid food, Rachelle Zola ended her hunger strike for slavery reparations with a few small bites of yogurt last Saturday.
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